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ABSTRACT

Traditional machine learning metrics (TMLMs) are quite useful for the current research work precision, recall,
accuracy, MSE and RMSE. Not enough for a practitioner to be confident about the performance and dependability
of innovative interpretable model 85%–92%. We included in the prediction process, machine learning models
(MLMs) with greater than 99% accuracy with a sensitivity of 95%–98% and specifically in the database. We need to
explain the model to domain specialists through the MLMs. Human-understandable explanations in addition to ML
professionals must establish trust in the prediction of our model. This is achieved by creating a model-independent,
locally accurate explanation set that makes it better than the primary model. As we know that human interaction
with machine learning systems on this model’s interpretability is more crucial. For supporting set validations
in model selection insurance premium prediction. In this study, we proposed the use of the (LIME and SHAP)
approach to understand research properly and explain a model developed using random forest regression to predict
insurance premiums. The SHAP algorithm’s drawback, as seen in our experiments, is its lengthy computing time—
to produce the findings, it must compute every possible combination. In addition, the experiments conducted were
intended to focus on the model’s interpretability and explain its ability using LIME and SHAP, not the insurance
premium charge prediction. Three experiments were conducted through experiment, one was to interpret the
random forest regression model using LIME techniques. In experiment 2, we used the SHAP technique to interpret
the model insurance premium prediction (IPP).
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1 Introduction

Although, Machine learning systems (MLMs) are unquestionably ubiquitous; they are shown in a
variety of fields performing a variety of tasks with increasing frequency there in the machine learning
system. The present trend has highlighted the necessity and significance of ML interpretability with
regard to the usage of ML in contemporary society, a study area that has only recently begun to attract
some attention. These innovative Interpretable machine learning studies are discussed portion of the
overall ML research when we compared it to the machine learning models (MLMs) as well as the focus
on reaching higher performance measures.
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According to ML algorithms have their own shortcomings and hazards, despite the fact that their
results and predictions make them more powerful. The important one is black box machine learning
(BBML) algorithms’ inherent lack of transparency or opaqueness [1]. The user is not privy to the
internal logic and workings of these models, which is a severe drawback as it makes it impossible for a
human, expert or non-expert, to check, analyze, and also comprehend the rationale behind the system
and how certain decisions making the unreached to reached easily [2].

Simply put, every adequately complicated system behaves as a black box whenever experimenta-
tion becomes more appealing than comprehension [3]. This “Black box” category includes more ML
models, including research with the best models in many fields, unlike engineering, management, com-
puter science, charted accountancy and business experts [4], including DNN or ensemble networks.

In terms of interpretability per se, there has been intermittent attention to explanations of expert
machines since the 1970s, starting with expert systems [5,6], and moving to neural networks a century
later [7], We observed that recommended systems are started from “Black box” category includes more
ML models, including research 2000s [8,9]. Approximately a century ago, if we focus on research in
AI has turned away from explaining decision processes (DP) and toward building algorithms with
techniques that are centred on the predictive capability, and rate of development towards tackling
these difficulties.

A deeper grasp of the outputs is an essential part of the resurgence of interest in this for the above-
mentioned systems due to the successes of ML systems in many effective and highly relevant fields.
The usage of ever-more complicated and opaque methods, such as deep learning and is quite essential
for all users [10].

According to the reviewed literature (ROL) explained now in existence, numerous approaches
have been put forth to achieve explainability. How Numerous criteria are involved [11,12] to classify
these techniques, including model-independent (MI) or model-specific, global, local, example-based,
extrinsic, and intrinsic models? Model-agnostic techniques (MATs) are among them frequently used
in practice since the method is designed to be effective for any type of machine learning model in the
world.

Due to the major significance of understandability and interpretability in this machine learning
process, it is very obvious that more attention must be paid to this area of research in order to advance
and unify new findings. Regretfully, machine learning models (MLMs) are well-known as Black boxes.
These are far from perfect, and explainable AI is desperately needed in the medical industry, patients’
attention is quite an important concern.

This study is intended to represent a step in that direction by proposing through the explainability
and interpretability model used by the insurance premium charge model (IPCM).

2 Related Work

In order to keep the study succinct and consider model-agnostic techniques as innovative (IMAT)
such as LIME and SHAP, both of these models are designed to function with any kind of machine
learning model (MLM). A collection of features are basically out of the model and evaluating the loss
in terms of the model quality is a typical tactic.

The specific task of prediction is highlighted by the large loss value, which quantifies the
significance of the removed feature. The idea of the random forest technique (RFTs) was first put
forth by Breiman [13], and it has since been developed to incorporate a model-neutral model (MNM)
called LOCO [14].
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In addition, another frequent strategy seems to be given for the true copy of the training replica
model that mimics the ML model’s behaviour. In this same manner, among others, [15,16] give
approximations of the full input spaces. Reference [17] as well as its extension utilizing decision criteria
[18] rely on this method to provide local approximations and to promote the further research.

Barredo et al. [19] claimed that there is a minimal consensus among academics regarding what
those explanations of characteristics. They might have the appropriate nomenclature to employ.
Further, according to Barredo et al. [19], the most frequently used words and their many definitions
in XAI research are defined as three distinct levels of transparency are expressly recommended.
Barredo et al. [19] went over these levels of transparency and how they relate to various AI systems in
order to categorize AI algorithms as transparent, opaque, or non-transparent. Of course, a system is
never opaque by itself; rather, it is opaque in relation to a particular agent.

Vilone et al. [20] provided a thorough breakdown of a system’s many agent groupings. A specific
agent is likely to need a distinct form of knowledge to do the important task at hand, and as a result,
they will require a different type of explanation. A summary of the study objectives that various entities
can accomplish through this innovative model explainability has been put together by Vilone et al. [20].

We must accept that explanations are available in a wide variety of proverbial shapes in order to
properly understand the idea of describing AI models. Lundberg et al. [21] defined various explanation
kinds as well as their characteristics and traits. Recently, a number of XAI techniques have been created
to increase model transparency and explainability. Lundberg et al. [21] have compiled a thorough
overview of all the pre-and post-hoc explainable artificial intelligence (Known as XAI or explainable
AI) techniques currently in use.

3 Methodology

This section covered the model and explain the AI techniques used in this research. In this work,
a Random Forest Regressor Model (RFRM) is used to predict the cost of insurance premiums. To
assess the effectiveness of the model utilized in this work, we also used several performance assessment
metrics, such as mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), R square score (R2) and
(R2) values to find among others.

The random forest regression technique to build our baseline model and used the Sklearn module
(SM) to train our baseline model by the random forest regressor function (RFRF). Also, n-estimators
had random state parameters set to 10 and 0, respectively, to achieve the optimal prediction. Moreover,
we used LIME and SHAP techniques to interpret the baseline model and understand how our model
makes a prediction and how features interact with each other to make the predicted target do the
accurate directions.

Below are brief explanations of the explainable AI techniques used in this work. This study is
not aiming to produce an optimal prediction but rather to demonstrate it and explain AI techniques
included with LIME and SHAP tools and techniques used to validate the model AI for prediction.
(see Fig. 1).

The proposed model with different numbers of layers and a pre-trained model is shown step
by step in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows the process of pre-processing, training, and testing the prediction of
insurance premium charges, then applying explainable AI techniques such as SHAP and LIME for
human evaluation. Also, as shown in Fig. 1, the trained black-box model is the input to the explainable
AI technique for visual representation and human evaluation of the trained model.
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Figure 1: Semantic diagram representation of the proposed methodology. The RFR and XAI stand
for random forest regression and explainable artificial intelligence, respectively

3.1 LIME Technique
The model-agnostic technique (MAT) is instance-based in the LIME process to create the data

points that are scored according to their proximity to the instance being described in all samples from
the distribution of the training original dataset. On the weighted dataset, only the most important
variables for the linear model have been trained by using feature selection. Model coefficients are
considered as a possible explanation. On LIME technique has been employed in medicine on a number
of occasions, including data related to intensive care [22], cancer [23], and HIV [24].

3.2 SHAP Technique
SHAP was originally developed from the game theory for evaluating every player’s involvement

in the cooperative game [25]. The issue of giving each player a fair reward and determining their
individual value-based (IVB) on local consistency (LC), accuracy (AC), and null value was resolved by
the SHAP model values [25]. Recent work on machine learning algorithms has created a new direction
to comprehend model outputs, giving previously, thought “black box” models more transparency,
accuracy, IVB, LC, AC and their in-fact.

3.3 Dataset
To validate and provide training in our proposed methodology, used by all newly developed data

datasets [26]. The dataset contains 1334 observations with 7 features. The features included in the
dataset are age, sex, bmi, children, smokers, and charges, as shown in the socio-demographic tables in
Fig. 2. The dataset has been divided into 80/20 train/test splits using Sklearn’s train_test_split function
with 30 random-state.
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Figure 2: Dataset used and its variables representation

4 Results and Discussion

During the study, all experiments were performed using Google Colab Notebook with the SKlearn
Library. The performances achieved using MSE, RMSE, and r2 by the random forest regression model
(RFRM) are plotted in Fig. 1. Also, two of the most popular explainable AI techniques were used,
namely, Lime and Shap.

This model was evaluated by developing model-neutral, locally accurate explanation (LAE) sets
using the advanced LIME and SHAP approaches. This explanation set enables even non-experts to
comprehend how well the original model version (OMV) comes to its conclusions. In addition, the
experiments conducted were intended to focus on the model’s interpretability and explainability using
the LIME and SHAP. As the two experiments were conducted, experiment one was conducted to
interpret in the random forest regression model using LIME techniques. In experiment 2, the SHAP
technique was used to interpret the AI model.

The LIME technique used for the first experiment to give users in broad perspective model’s deci-
sion boundaries during the experiment, the intercept, right local and left predictions, and prediction
global were obtained (shown in Fig. 3). It was observed during the study that the model prediction
and the LIME prediction are very close, which shows that the model can be trusted since it is quite
close to the actual prediction obtained. The AI straightforward model on both similarity score data
and N’s strongest feature permuted data produced the LIME local prediction and their exposure.

Figure 3: LIME local explanation diagram

The second experiment was carried out by using the SHAP technique. We interpreted the baseline
model using the SHAP summary plot, feature importance plot, dependence plot, and force plot. We
suggested assessing the feature’s importance as a first step. It is a fundamental understanding of this
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model. You can compare the feature importance determined by SHAP values in the following figure
compared with a newly developed AI model.

The graphic shown in Fig. 4 illustrated that the traits’ relevance and effects are combined with
the summary plot. Each point on the summary plot (SP) is a value for an instance per feature. The
y-axis location is determined by the feature, x-axis position is determined by the Shapley value of each
instance location. The feature SMOKER has a high Shapley value range. The hue indicated the value
of the trait, from low to higher.

Figure 4: Our model explanation using the LIME explanation

Although overlapping points are jittered as shown in Fig. 5 in the y-axis direction, we examine
that the range of the Shapley values for each feature is distributed with characteristics given in
increasing order of importance. The summary plot (see Fig. 6) offers a unique opportunity to observe
the connection between the feature’s value and its impact on the forecast. To see the exact shape of the
relationship must examine with the SHAP-dependent plots (SDPs).

Figure 5: Average impact on our trained model output magnitude

The develop feature have a linear, monotonic and more complex relationship. It can be seen in a
SHAP dependence plot (see Fig. 7). The partial dependence plot (SDP) is a comprehensive technique
that considers all (instances and draws broad) about the state of the relationship between the feature
and the anticipated outcome. The PDP assumes that the initial and second attributes don’t correlate
with one another. The averages values are calculated for the partial dependence plot will contain data
points that are highly implausible or even impossible if this assumption is disproven. A secondary
feature is connected to the color may interact with the primary feature we are graphing. The interaction
to influence between this particular variable and the features. We were graphing, a distinct vertical
structure of coloring will manifest.

The force charts below illustrate that explain that specific model prediction. For error analysis
(minor and major) to identify the cause of a particular instance of prediction, the force plot is
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employed. We have plotted our results from the baseline model using the SHAP force plot. We can
easily observe each feature influences the predictions, even when considering a specific instance of the
data, by looking at the force plots areas.

Figure 6: Feature value impact on our trained model output

Figure 7: SHAP value impact on our trained model output using smoker and BMI features

In this research, we also used a force plot as a useful tool for determining how the “output
value” fits in relation to the “base value,” as shown in Figs. 8–15, respectively. In addition, the features
that influence the forecast positively (red) or negatively (blue) are shown, along with their relative
importance, in the above-mentioned figures.

We defined force plot (WP) as a game theory-based explanation of feature and importance using
by SHAPley values. The force plot displays how each feature has an impact on the current prediction.
Obtained values that are colored blue be thought of as having a positive influence on the prediction,
while values that are colored red have a negative influence on the AI system.
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Figure 8: Force plot representation using base value

Figure 9: Force plot representation using order by similarity

Figure 10: Force plot representation using order by the output value

Figure 11: Force plot representation using sample order
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Figure 12: Force plot representation using feature 0

Figure 13: Force plot representation using feature 1

Figure 14: Force plot representation using feature 3
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Figure 15: Force plot representation using feature 4

5 Conclusion

AI technique is supporting and holds out set validations in model selection (MS), explaining
individual predictions (IPs) is crucial in determining trust. This is accomplished by developing a
unique model for the independent local accurate explanation (ILAE) set. That explains well the initial
model version (IMV) coming in to indeed non-experts to understand the addition to efficient human
interaction with ML systems. This innovative model’s interpretability is an essential tool to compare
the LIME framework. The SHAP framework represents a substantial innovation in the field of the
machine-learning model (MLM) for better understanding and actual prediction.

The SHAP technique combines with a number of current approaches to reproduce the needed
approach. That is both solid and intuitive for explaining predictions for any model. During the
experiments, we investigated different (LIME and SHAP explanation plots) such as (local and global
lime predictions) force plots, dependence plots, summary plots, and many more.

The SHAP algorithm’s drawback, as seen in our experiments and its lengthy computing time—in
order to produce the findings. It must compute every possible combination with LIME builds dense
linear models over each assumption in this region. SHAP algorithm is a subset of the LIME algorithm.
We recommend the machine learning pipeline (MLP) should be included on XAI analysis using by
SHAP, LIME, with our newly develop tools and this algorithm is highly remarkable and practically
its more helpful to use.
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